for larger ones), giving enough time for evacuation.
Although this is an obvious part of a layered defense
system, mankind deserves much better than this alone.
DA14 is a useful example. Discovered only one
year before its extremely close flyby (beneath our communications satellites), if it had been on an impact
course, there would not have been enough time to
mount an effective defense. Most studies of asteroid deflection indicate that it would require many years, and
ten years is often cited as a preferable minimal amount
of warning time, since the deflection mission would
need to be designed, built, launched, and actualized.
While better observation systems will help to provide
longer warning times, the ability to defend mankind
from an asteroid of 25 or 30 meters across, coming in
with a very short warning time, has been shown by the
recent events to be critical.
The only active NASA-supported study attempting
to address this, is being funded by a small grant provided by the NASA Innovative Advanced Concepts
program. Prof. Bong Wie, the director of the Asteroid
Deflection Research Center at Iowa State University

(see box), has been provided funding for his team to
study the challenges of intercepting small asteroids,
when there is only few months to a few years of warning time. Because short warning time usually translates
into very fast intercept speeds, and due to the small size
of the target, there are still significant difficulties to be
worked out (for example, trying to hit a 100-meter
target traveling at 40,000 miles per hour). Obviously,
the smaller the target and shorter the warning time, the
more difficult the challenge becomes. This particular
study, while important, does not address objects below
about 40-50 meters, or extremely short warning times,
such as weeks or a couple of months.
Bottom line, the United States government has no
active program to stop impacts like the one that occurred in Russia, and only a tiny amount of funding
going into a study that might be able to deal with objects of the size of 2012 DA14—that is, if they happen
to be discovered with enough warning.
Another option that has resurfaced in response to
the events of Feb. 15, is the potential use of directedenergy systems, such as lasers, to move or vaporize

Interview:
Hypervelocity
Asteroid Deflection
NASA, under its Innovative Advanced Concepts program, is providing a limited amount of funding to
solve the challenges of intercepting
small to medium-size asteroids at
very high speeds, and when there is
minimal warning time available. This
research is being led by Bong Wie
(Iowa State University) and Brent
Barbee (NASA Goddard Space Flight Center), with
their “Hypervelocity Asteroid Intercept Vehicle”
concept, a two-part spacecraft, designed to operate
at very high intercept speeds, utilizing a thermonuclear explosive device to break apart the threatening
asteroid.
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Wie and Barbee were interviewed by LaRouchePAC at the Fall 2012 NASA Innovative Advanced Concepts (NIAC) Symposium, Nov. 14-15,
2012, held in Hampton, Va. (See, EIR Nov. 30, 2012,
or www.LaRouchePAC.com/node/24563 for the
video.)
EIR March 1, 2013

